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Review: ‘Light Readings’ introduces compelling new voice to music scene

by John von Rhein

 The Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s MusicNOW concert series presented the world premiere of “Light Readings,” commis-
sioned from resident composer Samuel Adams, on June 6, 2016. (Lenny Gonzalez) 

In a MusicNOW concert otherwise given over to electro-acoustical works, the focus of attention at 
Monday night’s season finale in the Harris Theater for Music and Dance was the world premiere of a 
new work for choral and instrumental ensembles by Samuel Adams, one of the series’ two compos-
ers-in-residence along with Elizabeth Ogonek, who co-curated the program.

Adams’ “Light Readings,” a MusicNOW commission, was the first major Adams score to be heard 
in Chicago. The 35-minute piece made a forceful first impression rather in inverse proportion to the 
expressive subtlety, economy and restraint with which the composer deploys his 25 singers — drawn 
from Northwestern University’s Bienen Contemporary/Early Music Vocal Ensemble and led by the 
group’s director, Donald Nally — and a supporting group of eight instruments.

The texts for the 11 sections derive from Adams’ distillation and rewriting of fragments from the Frie-
drich Rueckert poems Gustav Mahler set in his song cycle “Kindertotenlieder,” alternating with inter-
ludes based on translations of an 11th-century Arabic treatise on visual perception and the physics of 
light. Out of this unlikely fusion of literary impulses the composer creates a shifting polyphony of puls-
ing, sustained sounds. The result is an absorbing dialogue between head and heart in which those 
dichotomies eventually merge in transcendent serenity.

Despite the composer’s use of post-minimalist devices he may have assimilated through his famous 
father, composer John Adams, Samuel Adams’ own musical voice is canny and assured. He has orig-
inal ideas to express, and he expresses them well. The fifth section, the Rueckert-derived “light me, 
hide me,” draws delicate expressive contrast between the full vocal ensemble and a subset of sing-
ers. The final section, “good morning, sunshine,” pierces the resonant clouds of low-register winds 
and pitched percussion with gently dissonant voices, ending with what sounds like a fleeting quote 
from Mahler.



Hardly less intriguing in construction was “Fjoloy” (2014), a self-described “vocal exploration” by the 
Connecticut-born composer Qasim Naqvi, who has made his reputation as an improvisatory perform-
er and composer of film music. This was its U.S. premiere.

Commissioned as a score for a Norwegian video installation, the 15-minute opus draws on an evoc-
ative poem by Mariam Ghani about “sea, stone, flesh and bone.” The singers are equipped with 
headphones, each following his or her own synthesizer track. They communicate with the conductor 
through a system of graphic notation the conductor realizes by hand gestures controlling dynamics, 
tempo, silences, even contours of the singers’ mouths as they produce their sounds.

As forbidding as that may appear, “Fjoloy” is not at all forbidding to listen to. The vocal ensemble cre-
ates buzzing fields of microtonal harmony whose density often recalls the choral writing of composer 
Gyorgy Ligeti. The result is a complex but evocative babel of voices in which words are distinguish-
able as sounds at once floating and, paradoxically, grounded in terra firma.

In both the Naqvi and Adams pieces, the student vocal group demonstrated astonishing technical and 
musical proficiency under Nally’s firm command, with a highly disciplined sense of pitch that would be 
the envy of many a professional mixed chorus. The eight instrumentalists of “Light Readings” came 
across excellently as well.

Greater indulgence on the part of the listener was required to figure out, not to mention sit through, 
Tristan Perich’s hourlong “Surface Image” (2013), for solo piano and 40-channel 1-bit electronics. 
One-bit tones are simple electronic tones created by sending pulses of electricity to 40 loudspeakers, 
20 on each side of the stage, hand-wired to an amplified piano played here by the heroic pianist Vicky 
Chow, for whom the piece was written.

What Perich calls “a duet between musician and code” wants to be an exploration of the foundations 
of electronic sound. Fair enough, but what may appear interesting on the page quickly devolved into 
relentless aural tedium. Chow hammered away at repeating minimalist figures while slowly shifting 
patterns of electronic oscillations poured from the speakers. The volume level already was high 10 
minutes into the piece, and it got higher from there. Almost unrelieved consonance ruled. Eventually 
the piano became an electric instrument all by itself, as if it were made of circuits rather than ham-
mers and strings.

“Surface Image” said all it had to say by the 30-minute mark but just kept going on and on and on. 
One shudders to think what would have happened had Chow lost her place or made a mistake. But 
nothing of the sort marred her absolutely triumphant performance of his mega-endurance test, and 
she won a roaring ovation. Perich himself joined in the enthusiastic applause.


